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Abstract

A series of titania and doped titania materials have been prepared from sol–gel methods using a titanium isopropoxide precursor. Powder X-ray
diffraction (PXRD) and secondary electron microscopy (SEM) have been used to follow the anatase to rutile transformation (ART) phase
change in this system. PXRD was used to estimate the relative amounts of each phase and the average particle size at a series of temperatures.
Importantly, very careful choice of reaction precursors were made so that a wide range of similar samples could be compared, thus removing
effects due to preparation. It was found that doping with Si, Zr, Al and tertiary mixtures of these produced an elevated ART temperature whilst
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o, Mn and V had the opposite effect. The most likely explanation for the elevation in the ART temperature is the presence of dopant strain
elds, which limit mass transport in the system. Lowering of the ART temperature is probably related to creation defect sites, which provide

ow energy mass transport routes. It was also found that in the majority of samples, the mechanism for phase change was related to attaining
critical particle size. This was measured at around 450 Å independent of the dopant used. Results are discussed in terms of previous work.
2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

Control of the microstructure of titania (in particular,
he anatase to rutile phase transition (ART)) is vital to the
erformance of this material in many applications. These
pplications include sensors, photocatalysis, pigments and
lectronics.1 The phase transition is non-reversible because
f the greater thermodynamic stability of the rutile phase.2

he ART is kinetically defined and the reaction rate deter-
ined by parameters such as particle shape/size,3 purity,3,4

ource effects,5 atmosphere6 and reaction conditions.7 It
eems clear that the mechanism for phase transformation is
ne of nucleation and growth.8,9 In this way, it might be imag-
ned that the phase transition is dominated by effects such
s defect concentration,10 grain boundary concentration11

nd particle packing.12 However, following careful work
y Zhang and Banfield,13 it seems clear that a critical size

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +353 21 4903608; fax: +353 21 4274097.
E-mail address: m.morris@ucc.ie (M.A. Morris).

mechanism may also be important in the transformation of
nanometre sized particles.7,14

Doping of titania with cations can be a useful way to
control the phase transition temperature. Shannon and Pask
postulated that additives that increase the oxygen vacancy
concentration act as promoters of the ART and materials
that increase the interstitial defect concentrations inhibit
the ART.15 This simple model has been refined so that
the ART temperature is now thought to be lowered by any
additives that provide nucleation sites (e.g. by preferential
segregation)16 whilst dopants that are of the same valence,
non-reducible and occupy interstitial sites will retard the
ART.17 Authors such as Yang et al. have suggested that
dopant reduced particle contact can also retard the ART.18

Yang and Ferreira19 have also postulated a simple model
based on strain energy considerations that provide an
additional energy requirement for phase transformation.20 In
this paper, we use a simple sol–gel method to allow a series
of sol–gel preparations of doped titania to be prepared so
that insight into a general mechanism for a series of similarly
955-2219/$ – see front matter © 2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
oi:10.1016/j.jeurceramsoc.2005.03.246
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prepared materials can be gained. In particular, it was hoped
to discover whether a critical particle size mechanism was
operative for doped materials and to our knowledge, this has
not been examined before. The similarity of the preparation
is important as many comparative studies have been based
on materials of non-similar preparations. The results can be
interpreted as resulting from a combination of a critical size
model and mass transport considerations.

2. Experimental

Materials were prepared using a true sol–gel method
based on the controlled hydrolysis of titanium(IV) isopropox-
ide (TIP) employing only catalytic amounts of water. The
dopant precursors chosen were: zirconium isopropoxide,
aluminium-sec-butoxide, tetraethoxysilane, manganese(II)
acetylacetonate, cobalt(II) acetylacetonate and vanadium(III)
acetylacetonate. These were chosen because they maintained
a good clear gel synthesis and so that the same preparation
details could be followed in all cases without any modifica-
tion. These dopants are also chosen because there is evidence
of good solubility (to at least 5%) in titania.15–20 This was
confirmed by examining samples by EDAX for local agglom-
eration. Zirconia appeared to be the least soluble material
investigated and this is discussed in depth below. X-ray flu-
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all reflections gave the same values but averaging produced
more consistent results. It also indicated that the crystallites
were essentially isotropic. The relative weight fractions
of anatase (WA) and rutile (WR) were calculated using the
relative intensity of the anatase (1 0 1) peak (IA) and the rutile
(1 1 0) peak (IR) and the relationships WA = 1/[1 + 0.8IA/IR]
and WR = 1/[1 + 1.26IR/IA] as used by Spurr and Meyers.21

Physical mixing showed this relationship to be followed on
our set-up and this is probably because of the similarity in
position of these reflections which limits any instrumental
contribution. A JEOL JSM 5510 secondary electron micro-
scope (SEM) operating with a 15 kV accelerating voltage
was used for collection of micrographs. Powder samples
were blown onto a sample stub with double sided graphitic
tape. Particles were sputter coated with gold to avoid
charging. Thermal analysis was carried out on a Stanton
Redcroft STA 1640 with a heating rate 10 ◦C min−1.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. One percent doped samples

In the first series of experiments, doped titanias with a 1%
(by weight as metals) dopant loading were prepared. These
are referred to as, e.g., 1% Zr. For some additives, loadings
of this value appear to have dramatic changes of the ART
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rescence spectroscopy showed that the target composition
as obtained in the calcined materials. Briefly, around 35 ml
f TIP was dissolved in 50 ml of butan-1-ol. The required
mount of metal precursor was then added and the mixture
agnetically stirred for 10 min. Separately, 0.56 ml of ∼36%

w/w) HCl was dissolved in 30 ml of butan-1-ol and mixed for
0 min. The second solution was then added to the first and
he whole was stirred for a further 15 min. This solution was
hen left to stand at room temperature for 4–5 days at which
oint a clear and transparent glass-like gel was formed. These
els were then dried at 60 ◦C for 5–7 days. The dried materi-
ls were ground to a fine powder and divided into several lots,
laced in quartz crucibles and calcined in air for 2 h at 50 ◦C
ntervals in the temperature range of 200–1100 ◦C. C:H:N
nalysis from a CE440 Elemental Analyzer suggested that
ll traces of carbon are removed on calcination to tempera-
ures of 350 ◦C above. DTA data are discussed in detail below
onfirming this analysis. Dopant concentrations are given as
eight percent as metal content.
A Philips X’Pert diffractometer, equipped with a Ni

ltered Cu K� radiation source and accelerator detector was
sed for powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) data collection.
ach scan used took around 120 s. Incident and reflected
töller slits of 0.2◦ were used with a programmable divergent
lit to maintain a 10 mm footprint at the sample. Scherrer
ormulism was used to estimate crystallite sizes. A reference
or the instrumental resolution was taken from a titania
ample calcined at 1200 ◦C for 120 h. In all cases, at least
hree reflections were used and the particle size calculated
s the average value. Within experimental error of ±10%,
emperature22 whilst other authors find loadings of this level
ave little or no effect.23 In this work, we found that 1%
opant levels had a profound effect on the ART temperature.

Typical PXRD data are provided in Fig. 1 for 1% Al-doped
aterial. Phase assignment is made relative to JCPDS files

4-1286 (anatase) and 87-0920 (rutile). At no temperature or
reparation in any of this work did we see any evidence for the
ormation of the brookite phase even when samples were cal-
ined at 25 ◦C intervals. This may be because the calcination
imes may have been too long for this highly metastable phase
o be observed. This would also suggest that these dopants
o not significantly stabilise this phase. In the data shown
n Fig. 1, the conversion from the anatase to rutile phase
an be clearly seen in the data at 700 and 900 ◦C. The nar-
owing of the reflection peaks through the heating process
an also be seen. Also shown in the figure are plots of the
RD derived weight fractions21 of each phase and the parti-

le sizes (Scherrer formulism) through the heating schedule.
ote that Scherrer formulism measures a crystallite size not
true particle size, but since no amorphous particles exist

round the ART temperature (see below), the term particle
ize is used throughout. This can also be seen in comparison
f PXRD and SEM derived ‘particle sizes’; in general, the
rystallite size calculated by the Scherrer method and SEM
erived data agree reasonably well. Typical SEM data are
hown in Fig. 2. For example, for the 1% V sample calcined
t 650 ◦C, XRD gave the particle size as 720 Å whilst SEM
ave around 690 Å. Similarly, for 1% Al sample at 825 ◦C, the
RD derived size = 454 Å and SEM = 395 Å and for 1% Si at
50 ◦C, XRD size = 260 Å and SEM size = 225 Å. It should be
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Fig. 1. (A) PXRD data from a 1% Al-doped titania sample. Main figure shows illustrative diffractograms taken at 200, 300, 700, 900 and 1000 ◦C from bottom
to top of the figure respectively. (B) The weight fractions of anatase (- - - -) and rutile (—) against temperature (◦C). (C) The particle size (Å) vs. temperature
(◦C). (D) A typical DTA trace of freshly prepared sample.

pointed out that this correspondence was not true for samples
where major particle coalescence was observed as the grains
formed were very large, but PXRD profiles were dominated
by more local structural effects such as pores, etc. This only
affected the samples at the highest calcination temperature
of 1100 ◦C. However, in the temperature range were phase
transformation occurred, the SEM derived and XRD derived
sizes were in good agreement.

The particle size and weight fraction data can be used to
estimate the size of particles at the phase transformation. This
size is described as the critical particle size Rc. Since the par-
ticle size data represents an average value, taking the Rc value
at the onset of the transition probably reflects only the trans-
formation of relatively few nuclei. Instead, the particle size
at around 25% of the conversion of anatase to rutile is taken
as Rc. Table 1 shows some typical data of particle size versus

at 650
Fig. 2. SEM data from 1% Al at 825 ◦C (A) and 1100 ◦C (B) and 1% V
 ◦C (C) and 1100 ◦C (D). Magnifications as shown in the micrographs.
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Table 1
The relationship between the anatase particle size (PS) and the percentage of anatase (%A) in the sample for a few illustrative samples

Sample
TiO2 %A 100 100 100 99 77 65 51 10 0

PS (Å) 122 190 240 375 451 270 335 330 330

1% Al %A 100 100 100 100 99 96 53 42 8
PS (Å) 130 116 235 305 438 485 454 514 563

1% Zr %A 100 100 100 100 98 68 56 8
PS (Å) 113 116 135 230 310 445 601 545

1% V %A 100 100 100 94 72 6 0
PS (Å) 95.2 119 122 369 461 928 559

The value taken as Rc is shown in bold.

temperature as well as the percent anatase present. The esti-
mated Rc value from the data is indicated in the table. Table 2
shows the Rc values for all the 1% doped materials and TiO2.
The Rc values are remarkably consistent (equivalent within
experimental error) at around 450 Å (a mean value of 454 Å).
The SiO2 doped data does show some variance and this is
partly because between 750 and 850 ◦C, there is almost no
change in the conversion of anatase (around 50% conversion)
suggesting two processes are operative at different temper-
atures. Thus, the particle sizes for each separate conversion
were estimated. The higher temperature process appears to be
related to the critical particle size seen in the other materials.

At these low dopant levels, there is remarkable consis-
tency in the Rc value even though there is a wide range of
phase transition temperatures at around 200 ◦C. The PXRD
data can be used to calculate the phase transition temperature.
This was taken as the temperature where 50% of the mate-
rial was present as anatase (T50) and could be estimated from
plots such as the example shown in Fig. 1. Data from each
of the samples is shown in Table 3. Together with these data,
the temperature where 75% of the anatase phase had been
converted to rutile (T75). This additional information allows
the 1% Si sample to be compared to the others (because of the
well-resolved plateau in the phase transition plot). It can be
seen in Table 2 that some of the additives decrease the phase
transition temperature whilst others increase the temperature.
T

state dopants (which all increase the ART temperature) and
the dopants of different or variable valence (which all de-
crease the ART temperature with the exception of Al3+). The
mechanism by which these dopants change the transition can
be argued, but it is clear that the role of particle size in the
phase change is dominant. Regardless of the incorporation
of defect sites, the crucial parameter is reaching the particle
size where the thermodynamics of surface rearrangement is
balanced by the additional thermodynamic stability of rutile
phase compared to the bulk.

Further details of the mechanism for phase change may
be gained from consideration of the SEM data. The images
shown for vanadium are typical for the low temperature
phase changes (i.e. Co, Mn, V and undoped-TiO2). The
lower temperature SEM data of the 1% V (i.e. during phase
change) shows that the nanoparticles of anatase and rutile are
essentially similar sizes and shape, i.e. no evidence for multi-
particle agglomeration prior to phase change (as a mixture
of large and small particles might be observed if this ag-
glomeration took place) acting as the driving force for phase
transformation was observed. Measurements of particle
sizes of rutile and anatase by PXRD also suggested the same
thing, i.e. at phase transition, the particle sizes are essentially
similar (as in Fig. 1, for example). Data for the other materi-
als (with the exception of silica doping discussed below) are
similar and suggests that for all the materials, the particles
r
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here is a clear difference between the +4 only oxidation

able 2
easured particle size (PS) for each of the 1% doped samples (measured a

0% (T50) and 75% (T75) of anatase for each of the 1% doped samples

ample 1% Mn 1% Co 1% V

c (Å) 455 463 461

50 (◦C) 640 679 724

75 (◦C) 651 687 760
a Not accurately measured because of long plateau in the weight fraction

able 3
easured particle size (PS) and ART temperatures (as T50 and T75) for each

ample 5% Zr 10% Zr 15% Zr 20

c (Å) 462 446 441 45

50 (◦C) 830 931 930 92

75 (◦C) 846 955 963 94
each the critical size by a process of ‘ripening’ where

ibed in Table 1 together with the measured temperatures for conversion of

TiO2 1% Zr 1% Al 1% Si

451 445 454 236/448
751 791 832 787a

782 823 855 863

perature plot around 50% conversion.

high dopant level samples

25% Zr 30% Zr 5% ZrAl 5% ZrSi

312 382 456 277
868 861 844 936
879 932 873 982
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smaller particles are consumed by larger particles or by atom
diffusion. Fig. 2A shows data from an aluminium-doped
sample—showing small nanoparticle agglomerates, but all
particles (whether anatase or rutile) are of similar size. We,
therefore, conclude that dopants (again with the exception
of silica doping) at this concentration do not have significant
effect on the influence of grain boundaries or that ground
boundary effects do not influence the phase change in these
samples.

It should be stated that the ART transition temperatures
measured here assume that the phase changes that occur are
sequential, i.e. that firstly amorphous material changes to
anatase which then changes to rutile and that these phase
transformations occur with reasonable temperature separa-
tion. This ensures that the PXRD data does represent com-
plete phase change. Differential thermal analysis (DTA) and
thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) evidence suggest this is so
and typical DTA/TGA data are shown in Fig. 1D. DTA peaks
at about 300 and 400 ◦C are accompanied by large weight
losses, and together with residual gas analysis suggest that
these are due to solvent loss via desorption and decomposition
or reaction. The large DTA peak at 550 ◦C is accompanied by
a 5–10% weight loss (water evolution from inclusions) and
is assigned to the exotherm produced by transformation of
amorphous TiO2 to the anatase phase. PXRD data taken be-
low this temperature show no anatase related features whilst
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increased ART temperature can be reasonably explained by
simple incorporation of the dopant ions and the associated
strain fields that reduce mass transport.19,20 In the next series
of experiments, the relevance of this critical size mechanism
was tested for high dopant level samples.

3.2. Variable dopant level materials

There was a strong variation in the ART temperature as a
function of dopant concentration. This was clearly seen for
zirconia-doped samples in the 0–30% range. Typical PXRD
data, the derived variation in ART temperature with concen-
tration and a micrograph are shown in Fig. 3. Estimated Rc
values (see above) sizes and ART temperatures (as T50 and
T75) are presented in Table 3. The ART temperature increases
to a maximum at 10–15% Zr and then decreases. Importantly,
up to the highest loadings of 25 and 30% Zr, the Rc value re-
mains constant at the nominal 450 Å value. This confirms
the importance of the critical particle size mechanism at high
loadings and at high transformation temperatures. The same
critical particle size of ∼450 Å is observed for a tertiary doped
material 5% Zr, 5% Al (80% Ti). However, a 5% Zr, 5% Si-
doped titania exhibited a critical particle size below 300 Å.

The 25 and 30% Zr samples have low Rc values of 312
and 382 Å, respectively. These samples also showed some
segregation of a mixed zirconium titanate phase and weak
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ata collected above this temperature do indicate the presence
f an anatase structure. The anatase to rutile phase transition
s at much lower relative intensities and can just be seen at
he much higher temperature of around 950 ◦C. These data
lso confirm that the materials are free of any adventitious
ontamination during the anatase to rutile phase transition
escribed in depth herein.

Dopants do effect particle growth beyond the phase change
t higher temperatures. Co, Mn, V and undoped-TiO2, all ex-
ibit the regular grain growth typified by the image in Fig. 2D
nd such images are consistent with diffusion as the principal
rowth mechanism rather than particle agglomeration. How-
ver, ZrO2, Al2O3 and SiO2 dopants, all display less regu-
ar structures with signs of residual inter- and intra-particle
ores from particle agglomeration, but without the formation
f well-defined grain boundary structures.

The data here suggest that the dopants control the rate at
hich particles reach the critical size for phase transforma-

ion. In systems of this dopant concentration, it is unlikely
hat segregation or phase separation occurs and this was not
bserved here by PXRD. Co, Mn and V might be expected to
reate anion vacancies to compensate for lower cation charge.
hese oxygen vacancies are thought to assist phase change
y forming nucleation centres.15,16 It can be concluded that
f this anion vacancy model is operative than the particles
ormed here are of such sizes that any rutile nuclei formed at
ucleation centres are not thermodynamically stable and sim-
ly convert to anatase before growth can occur. It seems more
ikely to us that lower transition temperatures are caused by
ncreased mass transport through the vacancy network. The
RD peaks were observed at around 30.5, 33.5, 36, 37.5,
9.5 and 43◦ 2θ. These are suggestive of the TiZrO4 P212121
rthorhombic phase (JCPDS card number = 07-0290). It may
e that the presence of mixed Zr–Ti oxide phases alters the
urface or bulk energies, thus, altering the balance of bulk
nd surface thermodynamics and allowing phase transfor-
ation at different critical particle sizes. This follows as the

urface free energy of the mixed oxide cannot be expected
o be equal to the surface free energy of anatase. All of the
irconia-doped materials at greater than 1% Zr loading do
how segregation of ZrO2 (rather than TiZrO4) at higher tem-
eratures, but this will not alter the surface free energy of the
natase present. This occurs at temperatures above the ART
emperature and can be quite clearly seen in the PXRD pat-
ern shown in Fig. 3C where the 29.9◦ 2θ (1 0 1) reflection
f the tetragonal ZrO2 phase is identified (JCPDS data file
4-1164). The zirconia can be seen in the SEM image in the
ame figure as very bright particles.

From the data presented here, it was seen that no zirco-
ia segregation or phase separation was observed in anatase
nd this suggests a high solubility limit as noted by previ-
us workers.20 There are contrasting views of ZrO2 solubil-
ty in rutile. Authors such as McHale and Roth24 and Kim et
l.23 suggest high solubility limits whilst Yang and Ferreira19

how extensive segregation of ZrTiO4 (at high concentra-
ions) and ZrO2 (low concentrations), and these reports are
n good agreement with our findings. The data presented here
uggests a maximum solubility of zirconia in rutile of be-
ween only 1 and 5% Zr. This was confirmed by taking a (pre-
alcined at 1100 ◦C for 24 h) 5 wt.% (as metals) ZrO2 mixture
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Fig. 3. Typical data for higher loading samples, in this case a 10% Zr sample. (A) Representative PXRD data taken from 300 to 1100 ◦C (at 200 ◦C intervals
from top to bottom). (B) The variation of ART temperature as a function of percent Zr loading and (C) A detailed diffractogram and (inset) SEM image at
1100 ◦C.

(in 95 mol% rutile) and calcining at 1100 ◦C for 366 h. The
samples were removed several times during calcination and
ground, PXRD data collected and replaced in the oven. No
change in the ZrO2 to TiO2 peak height ratio was observed
confirming very limited or no solubility in this concentration
range. However, it is emphasised that the segregation of ZrO2
during heating of samples in the 10–20% Zr content range
does not affect the critical particle size in the same way as
ZrTiO4 does.

The mixed Zr–Si-doped material shows no evidence for
segregation of any kind by PXRD or by SEM, and this is
consistent with previous work.23 However, the low Rc values
measured for these systems might suggest quite different
behaviour. SEM micrographs of the 1% Si and the 5% Zr,
5% Si materials might suggest that a mechanism is operative
based on particle agglomeration to reach the required par-
ticle size. The SEM data were collected following 1000 ◦C
calcinations, i.e. just above T50 and is quite unlike that from
any other samples. All of the other non-silica-doped samples
exhibited significant combinations intra- and inter-particle
macroporosity. The well-developed macro-pore structure
was absent from SEM images of silica containing materials
which appeared non-porous at these magnifications (al-
though the samples do show some very limited mesoporosity
by TEM and adsorption isotherms). The data suggest that
particle agglomeration does occur for silica-based samples.
T
t

clearly seen that at the transition temperature, the rutile parti-
cle size is much greater than that of anatase suggesting phase
transition is commensurate with a rapid growth of particles.

3.3. Closing remarks

Other authors have discussed the possibility of a critical
particle size mechanism for the transformation of anatase to
rutile.8,13,14 The Rc values measured by these authors are
somewhat smaller than here being 130–150 Å. The differ-
ence in Rc values may be attributable to the differing prepar-
ative routes as the previous authors carried out preparation
in high concentration of water compared to here where only
catalytic amounts of water are used and a true alkoxide contin-
uous sol–gel phase is prepared compared to a more colloidal
product. There is no fundamental reason to believe that there
will be a unique Rc for TiO2 as different preparations will
provide morphologically different particles and phase devel-
opment and growth is closely related to particle shape and
size.25 One can also expect differences due to defect den-
sities and pore structure. However, the work presented here
shows that a critical particle size is central to the transfor-
mation of anatase to rutile for both pure and doped materials
and to our knowledge, this is the first time that the role of
a critical particle size has been demonstrated for a range of
dopants over a wide range of concentrations.

t

his is confirmed when particle size versus calcination

emperature plots are drawn (Fig. 4C and D) where it can be

A critical particle size mechanism for anatase to rutile

ransformation occurs because the surface free energy of
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Fig. 4. SEM images recorded at 1000 ◦C of 1% Si (A) and 5%, Zr 5% Si (B) materials together with the plots of particle size vs. calcination temperature (C)
and (D), respectively. In (C) and (D), the solid line represents anatase data and the dashed line rutile data.

anatase is lower than that of rutile—the reverse of the bulk
situation.26 An Rc value of 450 Å was measured here and, of
the materials prepared, only those containing silica dopants
and very high zirconia loadings showed an experimentally
significant variation from this. It was thought that the forma-
tion of ZrTiO4 phases might have altered the surface energet-
ics allowing smaller particle phase transformation. In the case
of silica doping, it was seen that this dopant very effectively
promotes particle agglomeration so that particles below
the expected Rc value merge and ‘spontaneously’, within
the timeframe of the calcination treatment, transform into
rutile.

The surprising feature of this work is just how insensi-
tive to doping (concentration, type) this critical particle size
mechanism is. The same Rc value was observed for sys-
tems which introduce non-stoichiometric defects in the sys-
tem and even in systems where phase separation was known
and demonstrated to occur. It might be expected that phase
separation and defect formation would increase the rate of
phase change nucleation. For the small particles prepared
here, nucleation appears not to be the rate-limiting step in
phase transformation. Instead, the rate-limiting step appears
to be related to the mass transport requirements of reaching
the critical particle size. We would suggest that dopants af-
fect the transformation process by increasing or decreasing
the rate of mass transport. This is a true nanoscale property
a
l
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